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WHO IS PCC?
Since its formation in 1995 Professional Cost Consultants (PCC) has utilised exceptional
skills, diverse international commodity experience and customised technology to ensure clients’
projects are completed on time and in budget. PCC specialises in ensuring financial health of
large scale, complex construction projects in the mining, engineering, petrochemical,
infrastructure and commercial sectors. The integrity and transparency with which they carry their
projects has reassured clients and stakeholders that there are no unforeseen surprises. Their
knowledge, expertise and experience enables them to identify critical pathways and activities to
deliver financial success and has gained them an international reputation for being solid, reliable
and an accurate financial safety net.

PCC’s COMMITMENT TO TALENTED EMPLOYMENT
Skills development and the advancement of knowledge have also been part of the ethos of PCC.
The company actively encourages its employees to improve their knowledge through company
sponsored seminars, internal knowledge sharing forums and presentations held throughout the
year. Beyond their internal efforts for people empowerment, PCC have also committed
themselves to helping the youth of South Africa to further own skills and improve their
circumstances. They have achieved this through sponsoring learnership for people living with
disabilities as well as sponsoring many individuals through the Youth Employment Service
(YES) Programme through Signa Group.
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THE STORY OF PCC & YES
In 2018 when President Ramaphosa signed the YES Programme into effect, PCC became one
of the first companies in the country to pioneer the initiative and take on the responsibility of
bringing a new generation into the economy. To date they have implemented YES programme
cycles through for dozens of youth and provided a steppingstone for them to start fruitful careers.
At the close of PCC’s first cycle with Signa Group, all the youth that they have sponsored
achieved permanent employment. The absorption of these candidates has not only seen many
youths further their careers but has also boosted PCC’s status by two levels.
Impressed by their success with Signa Group, PCC went on to implement a second YES cycle
with a fresh group of youth who are eager to enter the job market and begin a new chapter in
their life. PCC has embraced the Power of One and has helped many individuals through their
YES sponsorship.
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THE STORY OF FUNIWE AND TUMELO
“Trust in the process and always give 100%,”
these are the words of Funiwe Mzimba. A
determined and diligent young woman who
had never given up in her pursuit for a
sustainable career. With diplomas in
International Tourism and Commerce in
Marketing Management, considers herself
fortunate enough to receive a response to
become a YES candidate of PCC. Funiwe
says, “My life has changed for the better now
that I have been permanently employed at my
host company. I would like to thank my
Sponsor, PCC for providing me with the
opportunity for employment where I could gain
experience and develop skills outside of what I
had studied for at tertiary level.” She now helps
other unemployed people by provides on the
YES programme and assisting those who do
not have the means to apply by themselves.
She encourages them to keep on striving as
“employers are not only looking for
qualifications or experience but also for
determination and willingness.

“We must never lose hope that something
good must happen and remember that for
something to happen we need to do
something.” These are the wise words of
Tumelo Sekgobela, a former YES candidate
who is now permanently employed at Signa
Group. With a N6 qualification in Financial
Management, Tumelo was a street vendor
when he found out about YES online. During
his mentorship at both Fibre Institute and
Signa Group, he has learnt the value of real
work and the essence of teamwork. He shared
his gratitude to his sponsor, thanking PCC “for
all their hard work and the investment they
have made to change the lives of our
generation, especially mine.” Tumelo dreams
of starting a Home Food Garden business,
where he would like to transform the gardens
of communities through out South Africa into
sustainable food sources. “My aim is to
transform the live of many brothers and sisters
who have lost hope and to fight poverty,”
Tumelo said. What a remarkable way of
continuing the cycle of Power of One.
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